GAUGED PANELS: THE FUTURE IN TILE
Learn more about StonePeak’s revolutionary 60” x 120” large gauged porcelain panels. The course explains how these large format tiles are manufactured, highlights the technical characteristics of porcelain slabs and explores their "green" qualities.

PROVIDER/COURSE NUMBER: AIA: J842/SP0101; IDCEC: CEU-107159T

PORCELAIN TILE: THE GREENEST CHOICE FOR FLOORING
Discover why porcelain tile is the most ecofriendly choice for flooring material and the ideal choice for sustainable design. This course will walk through the closed-loop manufacturing process and talk about the sustainable characteristics of porcelain tile, including how it relates to green building rating systems, like LEED®.

PROVIDER/COURSE NUMBER: AIA: J842/SPC010; IDCEC: CEU-106893

TILE VS. STONE: WHAT IS THE BEST PERFORMING FLOORING?
Explore the distinct differences between tile and stone. This course will explore the history of ceramic tile and natural stone, testing standards for each and applications that best suit the material.

PROVIDER/COURSE NUMBER: AIA: J842/SP0105; IDCEC: CEU-111332

VENTILATED FACADES: RAINSCREEN APPLICATIONS
Understand why ventilated porcelain facades are economically and aesthetically superior to other exterior building facades. This course will discuss the environmental benefits of ventilated facades, including energy savings, environmental health and protection of building structures.

PROVIDER/COURSE NUMBER: AIA: SVF010 / J842

CONTACT: ELIZABETH KRINOCK / MARKETING@STONEPEAKCERAMICS.COM
VISIT US AT: WWW.STONEPEAKCERAMICS.COM